H old-over admissions are common during internal medicine training. A hold-over patient is one admitted in the evening hours by a night team who transfers patient care responsibility to a day team the next morning. While multicenter studies are lacking, single-center studies suggest that 40-45% of residency general medicine admissions are hold-overs.
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1,2 Discontinuity of care, when patients are admitted by one team and handed off to another team, is error prone. Despite the regularity of hold-over admissions, very little is known about how to approach them differently than other hand-offs. What can we do to make them safe? What can we do to make them educational? Duong et al. 1 offer practical answers.
The authors interviewed resident physicians and hospitalists. Several straightforward strategies emerged. Hand-offs should be performed with immediate access to the medical record to verify information that requires interpretation (for example, an EKG). The authors highlight the utility of focusing the hand-off less on facts and more on clinical decision making. Being explicit about diagnostic uncertainty is helpful. When the admitting team is less confident in their diagnosis, the day team can adjust their history and examination to ensure they agree (or disagree) with the admitting diagnosis. Such statements are more likely to be made verbally than written. Therefore hand-offs should be face-to-face with an opportunity to ask questions. The authors also discuss the benefits to the admitting team of getting feedback about how the patient did.
While this work offers practical advice to improve the safety and educational value of hold-overs, an important question exists for medical educators. Two influential studies examined relaxed duty-hour restrictions in surgery 3 and medicine. 4 The results in medicine are not yet published. Recently, the ACGME proposed relaxed duty hour rules, which allow interns to have overnight call. 5 The question for educators could be whether to implement strategies to improve hold-overs or to restructure their admitting services to decrease discontinuity. Are hold-overs here to stay and should we improve them, or should we make them less common?
